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302018001636 
D/S Layport 
2/10/18 
 
Incident: Suspicious person/supplement 
 
Location: 761 Chamberlain Blvd Wauchula, FL 
 
 On 2/10/2018 I and Cpl Cruz responded to a suspicious person complaint at the location stated 
above. Issue be known that I was in my first week of training under Cpl Cruz. It was stated that 
the subject who was identified as Noah Yodar was running down the road covered in blood 
causing problems in the street. D/S LaFlam arrived on scene briefly before we arrived. When we 
got on scene we noticed D/S LaFlam was out of his patrol vehicle in a physical altercation with 
the suspect Yodar.  
 
 Myself and Cpl Cruz pulled up behind D/S LaFlam patrol vehicle and went straight to assist. 
When regaining my visual that I lost due to the patrol vehicle, I saw D/S LaFlam had deployed 
his teaser on Yodar. Cpl Cruz stepped in and assisted Yodar to the ground due to him not 
complying with D/S LaFlam. Yodar was resisting arrest and trying to put his hands on Cpl Cruz. 
Cpl Cruz was able to apprehended Yodar. 
 
 With Yodar apprehended I then proceeded to interview a witness Tykiya Massy DOB 
12/13/1980 744 Chamberlain Blvd. Massy said that she was in her house and heard screaming 
coming from outside her home. When stepping outside of her house she noticed the suspect 
Yodar running down the road toward her house chasing the victim Mary Melton (refer to D/S 
LaFlam report) .Massy stated that she has never seen Yodar in the neighborhood and also said 
that Yodar was directly in front of her house when D/S LaFlam arrived, she was unaware of what 
happen prior to him being directly in front of her yard. 
 
After EMS cleared Yodar to be transported to the jail, he was loaded into D/S LaFlam patrol 
vehicle. I then downloaded my digital recorder and submitted it into evidence. 
 
 No further report at this time 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 


